Writing and Learning Numbers

How many pictures of a tree are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

Spell the number here

one
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How many snowmen are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. 2

Spell the number here two
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How many pictures of a bike are on this page? 3

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. ________________

Spell the number here ____________________________

three
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How many teapots are on this page?

4

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

four

Spell the number here
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How many kites are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. 5

Spell the number here five
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How many gingerbread houses are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

Write the number: 6

Spell the number here: six
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How many mailboxes are on this page? 7

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. __________

Spell the number here  seven
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How many blocks are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

Spell the number here
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How many gifts are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

Spell the number here: nine
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How many leaves are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. 10

Spell the number here ten
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How many pieces of holly are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. ________

 Spell the number here ________
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How many rolling pins are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. 2

Spell the number here twelve
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How many sacks are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. 13

Spell the number here

thirteen
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How many sleds are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

fourteen

Spell the number here
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How many snow globes are on this page?

15

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

Spell the number here

fifteen
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How many wreaths are on this page?

16

Trace the number here, then write it on your own.

Spell the number here: sixteen
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How many trains are on this page? 7

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. _______________

Spell the number here: seventeen
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How many ornaments are on this page? 18

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. eighteen

Spell the number here
How many candles are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. ____________________________

Spell the number here ____________________________

eighteen
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How many pictures of Raymond the reindeer are on this page?

Trace the number here, then write it on your own. 20

Spell the number here twenty